Responding To Your Feedback
This table explains the work we are doing to respond to
each of the key feedback themes as we develop the RPI.

HOW WE’RE USING YOUR FEEDBACK TO SHAPE OUR RECOMMENDED PROGRAMME
Theme 1 – Support for better public transport: now & long-term
•  Include early public transport improvements (where they align with LGWM objectives) that can
proceed early in the Recommended Programme of Investment (RPI) without major investment.
•  Ensure early public transport interventions are compatible with our wider RPI.
•  Incorporate mass transit into the RPI, and identify infrastructure to support it, prioritise its delivery,
and highlight the city-building potential it has.
Theme 2 – Universal support for less congestion
•  Include interventions to reduce negative impacts of congestion on the city.
•  Incorporate the outcome of congestion charging assessment in the RPI.
•  Develop KPIs for “amenity” and “system occupancy” (ratio of people to vehicles).
•  Include reference to parking policy/supply in RPI.
Theme 3 – Widespread support for walking and cycling improvements and priority
•  Include a more detailed programme of walking improvements in earlier stages of the RPI.
•  Include some improvements beyond the central city (e.g. Cobham Drive crossing).
•  Include a more detailed programme of cycling improvements as part of the early improvements.
Theme 4 – Opposition to new infrastructure that encourages car use
•  Ensure new infrastructure supports LGWM multi-modal priorities, and is not just for cars.
•  Note our focus is on no net increase in vehicle numbers in the central city.
Theme 5 – A regional, integrated approach is required
•  Ensure the RPI includes reference to the type of interventions needed beyond the LGWM area.
Theme 6 – It is time to act, while being mindful of cost
•

Bring all improvements practical into the earlier stages of the RPI.

•  Demonstrate how the RPI contributes to the new Government Policy Statement on Public Transport.
Theme 7 – Future-proofed solutions are required
•  Report on technology issues that have helped shape the RPI.
•  Explain how the RPI will enable the network to adapt to/facilitate technology change.
•  Include review/decision points in the RPI that allow for technology change.
Theme 8 – Basin traffic flow issues need to be solved, but diverse views are held
•  Include a preferred approach to Basin issues in the RPI, and outline what needs to be addressed in
the next stage.
•  Engage with the public and stakeholders on the Basin in the next stages of the programme.
Theme 9 – Wellington-specific solutions are required
•  Ensure the RPI illustrates how interventions are responding to Wellington-specific issues.

